Stepwise assembly of a semiconducting coordination polymer [Cd8S(SPh)14(DMF)(bpy)]n and its photodegradation of organic dyes.
Chalcogenolate clusters can be interlinked with organic linkers into semiconducting coordination polymers with photocatalytic properties. Here, discrete clusters of Cd8S(SPh)14(DMF)3 were interlinked with 4,4'-bipyridine into a one dimensional coordination polymer of [Cd8S(SPh)14(DMF)(bpy)]n with helical chains. A stepwise mechanism for the assembly of the coordination polymer in DMF was revealed by an ex situ dynamic light scattering study. The cluster was electrostatically neutral and showed a penta-supertetrahedral structure. During the assembly each cluster was interlinked with two 4,4'-bipyridine molecules, which replaced the two terminal DMF molecules of the clusters. In their solid-state forms, the cluster and the coordination polymer were semiconductors with wide band gaps of 3.08 and 2.80 ev. They photocatalytically degraded rhodamine B and methylene blue in aqueous solutions. The moderate conditions used for the synthesis could allow for further in situ studies of the reaction-assembly of related clusters and coordination polymers.